
Committee of Adjustment      
101 Centrepoint Drive      
Ottawa, ON  K2G 5K7 
        October 8, 2014 
 
 
With respect to Public Hearings on: 

! Minor Variance/Permission Applications  Under Section 45 of the Planning Act 
! Consent Applications Under Section 53 of the Planning Act 

Ben Franklin Place 
October 15, 2014 
 

Respecting Files: D08-02-14/A-00275 to D08-0214/A-20078,  
                        and D08-01-14/B-00285 to D08-01-14/B-00288 

 
We are residents of Riverside Park South in receipt of two notices of the above noted 
hearings from the City of Ottawa.  We understand that RND Construction Ltd. requires 
the: 

1. Authority of the Committee for variances from the Zoning By-Laws to permit four 
reduced lot areas for the construction of four detached dwellings, and 

2. Consent of the Committee for conveyances for the creation of the lots. 
 
We are writing to submit for your consideration our observations on the proposals of 
RND Construction Ltd. as presented in the notices provided by the City and as may be 
seen on RND’s website at 
                http://www.rndconstruction.ca/articles/RNDGreenHomeProject.pdf    
 
RND proposes to build four new houses at the corner of McCarthy Road and Fielding 
Drive, which is a T intersection.  The four entrances to these homes will enter Fielding 
Drive on what is presently the south side of 2970 McCarthy Road, (hereinafter referred 
to as “the front”) that is currently a no stopping zone from 7AM to 7 PM.  The plan 
for each of the houses appears to provide for two car garages, which may result in as 
many as eight cars coming (backing out) from, and going to, them. 
 
The proposed development borders Fielding Drive Public School.  During school 
mornings, in particular, and mid-afternoons the traffic on Fielding Drive, between and 
around McCarthy Road and Rankin Street is quite complicated.  Buses arrive 
from McCarthy and leave from the front of the school onto Rankin.  Parents pass the 
front and the school from McCarthy to drop children off at the school parking lot off 
of Rankin.  Parents pass opposite the school to drop children off and continue past the 
front onto McCarthy.  City buses pass the school and the front onto McCarthy.  People 
commuting from the neighbourhood pass the school and the front from and onto 
McCarthy.  
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2. 

 
For years parents, and mini-vans serving children with special needs, arrived from 
McCarthy to drop off and pick up children on the front.  Mostly these people perform U- 
or Y-turns at either entrance to Cowan Crescent, and some proceed around Cowan.   
 
The four entrances to the proposed homes could introduce up to eight cars 
each morning backing out across a lane of Fielding Drive and into the above described 
traffic pattern.  They would be backing into Fielding just beyond a blind right turn from 
McCarthy onto Fielding.  Further, they would deny the safe use of parents and mini-
vans on the front. 
 
From this description you may realize that vehicles going from, particularly, and coming 
to the proposed houses could cause a significant complication in the already 
complicated traffic pattern in the immediate area.  Worse, most of this traffic is to 
transport children to and from their school.  This is a matter of increasing the danger in 
the current situation. 
 
The school attracts substantial pedestrian traffic as students come to and leave it.  
Students arriving from McCarthy Road are directed to walk down the north side of 
Fielding Drive along the sidewalk on the front, which would become the location of the 
four driveways serving the proposed houses.  While they may walk from McCarthy on 
the other side of Fielding Drive, there are no crosswalks to the school to afford some 
control of and protection from vehicular traffic. 
 
The Committee must understand that it cannot approve the plan proposed by 
RND Construction.  There would simply be too many vehicles utilizing this vehicle and 
pedestrian traffic sensitive strip of Fielding Drive.  Further, there is not provision for on-
street visitor parking in close proximity to the proposed residences.  On the north side of 
Fielding Drive from Rankin Street to McCarthy Road there is no stopping 7AM to 
7PM.  On the south side there are two fire hydrants, two bus stops, a strip of 7AM 
to 7PM no stopping, and parking space for about nine vehicles. At any given time at 
least two of these spaces are occupied. 
 
For these reasons we oppose both applications that you will hear from 
RND Construction Ltd. 
 
While it may be within the purview of RND to build three units on its location, four is 
simply too many to be serviced by Fielding Drive and the immediate neighbourhood.  It 
is suggested to the Committee that RND be limited to three residences with the 
requirement that the entrance of at least one be onto McCarthy Road. 
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3. 
 
We are also concerned about traffic safety during the months of construction should the 
applications be approved.  The Committee will recognize that there would be frequent 
traffic to and from the construction site by the various trades and equipment, as well as 
the parking of workers’ vehicles close to the site.  These would seriously complicate the 
traffic pattern and safety, particularly during school opening and closing.   
 
We would like to suggest that, should the applications be approved, the Committee 
attach a condition that construction vehicles be prohibited until after school opening.  If 
the Committee is not mandated to attach such conditions, then we suggest that it 
contact the City to obtain its assurance that it will implement measures to ensure 
pedestrian and traffic safety, particularly of the school children, during the period of 
construction and thereafter. 
 
Thank you for your attention to this information and our suggestions. 
 
 

 
 
Karen and Don Ogston 
 
770 Fielding Drive 
Ottawa, ON  K1V 7G3 
613-731-5458 
 
 


